Bugs & Wish list

tiki-listpages.php: Layout of the page is broken with Tablesorter enabled

Status
Enabled

Subject
Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware :: Development

Version
19.x
20.x

Category
• Regression

Feature
Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
Templates (Smarty)
Tablesorter

Resolution status
Confirmed

Submitted by
lucia d' being ‍♂️

Keep informed
Gary Cunningham-Lee

Lastmod by
lucia d' being ‍♂️, Gary Cunningham-Lee

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 🟢

Related-to
• Incompatibility between Find and tablesorter on tiki-listpages.php

Description
See for example https://nextthemes.tiki.org/tiki-listpages.php?cookietab=2#tab2 (next/next for auth)
or https://themes.tiki.org/tiki-listpages.php?cookietab=1#contenttabs_wikipages-1

Solution
Was fixed by Amna - a misplaced div closing tag probably introduced in the Bootstrap 3 to 4 update of find.tpl.

Importance
Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version:

Ticket ID
6840

Created
Friday 05 October, 2018 17:50:05 GMT-0000

LastModif
Tuesday 30 October, 2018 10:07:46 GMT-0000

Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 06 Oct 18 13:14 GMT-0000

Locally, I commented out the include for find.tpl and tiki-listpages displayed normally. I updated the layout of find.tpl for Bootstrap 4 a few days ago but checked for matched divs, etc. at that time and things looked ok. I checked again after this report and didn't find any problem. Strangely, I reformatted find.tpl (in PhpStorm) to see the divs and if statements more clearly, and after that tiki-listpages (with find.tpl included as usual) displayed ok. So I committed the reformatted file and we can check if it makes any difference at the themes sites.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 07 Oct 18 17:37 GMT-0000

Here's a clue: the page layout is ok if Tablesorter is not activated. If Tablesorter is activated, the page layout breaks due probably to a div tag mismatch. But tiki-adminusers.php, which also uses Tablesorter, displays normally.

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 08 Oct 18 07:33 GMT-0000

Gary, nextthemes is already on trunk, is that what you are looking for?

Checked on themes (now on Tiki19) the content of the page stop too short (like to preserve a phantom col 3 space).
I see for #col1
class="col col1 col-md-12 col-lg-9 order-md-1 order-lg-2"
This col-lg-9 for large screen should be col-lg-12 (as there is no third col).

Gary Cunningham-Lee 08 Oct 18 10:47 GMT-0000
I'm looking at themes.tiki.org, running 19svn. I haven't been checking nextthemes since themes.t.o was updated to branch 19.

Well,.col-lg-9 is actually correct because there is a second column on the page, but it is displaying down below .col1. When you check the inspector view like in your screenshot (further down in the page), you can see .col2 is actually inside .col1; that is, the div closing tag of .col1 is below the .col2 code. Somehow the div tags are messed up (when Tablesorter is active). And of course the tabset is messed up (tab 2 is inside tab 1 content) because the Tablesorter lines are inside tab content 1.

There aren't changes from branch 18 to branch 19 in tiki-listpages.tpl that would cause the page to break - there's only some form layout updates which I checked again already. So the problem is due to something being included in tiki-listpages. If you turn off Tablesorter, the page isn't broken anymore so that is suspect but other pages with Tablesorter display ok, so what makes this instance different?

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 09 Oct 18 07:36 GMT-0000
Thanks for your detailed explanation Gary!

amna.bilal 15 Oct 18 19:07 GMT-0000
Fixed, at 19.x: http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/67997
Automerged at trunk: http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/67998
Issue was with find.tpl, wrong placement of conditional check was leaving one div un
closed, with tablesorger, causing whole tpl to break.

Marc Laporte 18 Oct 18 00:21 GMT-0000

Does it apply to 18.x?

Gary Cunningham-Lee 18 Oct 18 01:20 GMT-0000

No, I think the problem was caused by me when I was doing the Bootstrap updating of find.tpl for branch 19.

:-/
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